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Crowd4SDG in Brief
The 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), launched by the UN in 2015, are underpinned
by over 160 concrete targets and over 230 measurable indicators. Some of these indicators
initially had no established measurement methodology. For others, many countries do not
have the data collection capacity. Measuring progress towards the SDGs is thus a challenge
for most national statistical offices.
The goal of the Crowd4SDG project is to research the extent to which Citizen Science (CS) can
provide an essential source of non-traditional data for tracking progress towards the SDGs, as
well as the ability of CS to generate social innovations that enable such progress. Based on
shared expertise in crowdsourcing for disaster response, the transdisciplinary Crowd4SDG
consortium of six partners is focusing on SDG 13, Climate Action, to explore new ways of
applying CS for monitoring the impacts of extreme climate events and strengthening the
resilience of communities to climate related disasters.
To achieve this goal, Crowd4SDG is initiating research on the applications of artificial
intelligence and machine learning to enhance CS and explore the use of social media and other
non-traditional data sources for more effective monitoring of SDGs by citizens. Crowd4SDG is
using direct channels through consortium partner UNITAR to provide National Statistical
Offices (NSOs) with recommendations on best practices for generating and exploiting CS data
for tracking the SDGs.
To this end, Crowd4SDG rigorously assesses the quality of the scientific knowledge and
usefulness of practical innovations occurring when teams develop new CS projects focusing
on climate action. This occurs through three annual challenge-based innovation events,
involving online and in-person coaching. A wide range of stakeholders, from the UN,
governments, the private sector, NGOs, academia, innovation incubators and maker spaces
are involved in advising the project and exploiting the scientific knowledge and technical
innovations that it generates.
Crowd4SDG has six work packages. Besides Project Management (UNIGE) and Dissemination
& Outreach (CERN), the project features work packages on: Enhancing CS Tools (CSIC,
POLIMI) with AI and social media analysis features, to improve data quality and deliberation
processes in CS; New Metrics for CS (UP), to track and improve innovation in CS project
coaching events; Impact Assessment of CS (UNITAR) with a focus on the requirements of
NSOs as end-users of CS data for SDG monitoring. At the core of the project is Project
Deployment (UNIGE) based on a novel innovation cycle called GEAR (Gather, Evaluate,
Accelerate, Refine), which runs once a year.
The GEAR cycles involve online selection and coaching of citizen-generated ideas for climate
action, using the UNIGE Open Seventeen Challenge (O17). The most promising projects are
accelerated during a two-week in-person Challenge-Based Innovation (CBI) course. Top
projects receive further support at annual SDG conferences hosted at partner sites. GEAR
cycles focus on specific aspects of Climate Action connected with other SDGs like Gender
Equality.
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Grant Agreement description of the deliverable
For the Crowd4SDG project, as well as hosting CBI events at CERN, the knowledge and
expertise gained over the last 5 years of running the CBI programmes will be leveraged to
develop a tailor-made programme for CS projects based on a dedicated corpus of training
material and methodologies. On the same basis as TEDx, a CBIx ‘franchise’ will be developed
to ensure a qualitative and homogeneous experience to the teams selected in the second
stage evaluation process of the GEAR methodology irrespective of whether they are coming
to CERN or working at another design factory or makerspace for the CBIx programme. The
CBIx programme will provide the framework for the design factories and makerspace which
will have paired with the CS teams to support them in quickly prototyping their ideas. This is
to ensure a fast implementation and subsequent uptake and outcomes to produce scientific
knowledge. Through this programme, the CS teams will learn in a hands-on manner all what
they need to make their project happen in the best conditions and how to advance its
development to the next stage (e.g. application to a start-up incubator, integration in a policy
debate, and other outcomes).
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Purpose and scope of the deliverable
The purpose of this deliverable is to provide the reader with an easy-to-understand overview
of the Accelerate phase, focusing on how to organize satellite events, called CBIWx. This
document can be used as is by any potential institution which decides to undertake hosting a
CBIWx.
The scope of this deliverable is to outline the Accelerate phase in a way that provides those
who organise such an event the necessary structure and tools in order to ensure the coherence
in content and quality with the CBIW. This includes the planning process, the execution, and
the considerations for organizing such an event.
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1. Background: overview of the GEAR Cycle
The GEAR cycle of the Crowd4SDG project consists of four phases. The first, Gather, is to
attract and select citizen participants who have an idea for a citizen science project related to
the theme of the cycle, either as individuals or as teams. The theme changes for each cycle
but is always tied to Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) 13, Climate Action, and a second
selected SDG (GEAR Cycle 1: SDG 11 Sustainable Cities, GEAR Cycle 2: SDG 5 Gender Equality,
GEAR Cycle 3: SDG 16 Human Rights).
The goal of the GEAR cycle is to have the participants create citizen science projects that
address the SDG climate action and the second selected SDG for that cycle. Citizen science
projects are defined as projects that has two out of the following three characteristics:
involving citizens, using the citizen science tools supported by the Crowd4SDG consortium,
and producing data. The deliverables of the teams in both Evaluate and Accelerate phases
include answering surveys provided by the consortium and a one pager that outlines the
project. In addition, participants should use Slack for communicating between teams and
organisers, and SDG in progress for documenting their projects. This is to enable gathering
data. For registering for the call for participants, applicants should use Goodwall.
After the first part, Gather, during which the participants are selected, comes Evaluate. This is
a 5-week long online workshop during which the citizens selected form teams, unless they
applied as a full team, learn about citizen science, learn about the tools proposed by the
Crowd4SDG consortium, and start to work on their projects. The end result is a compelling
pitch about a project with potential for impact, and a mock-up level prototype of their solution.
The teams give their pitches to a jury, who together with team mentors and Crowd4SDG
consortium members involved in the Evaluate phase select the teams with highest perceived
potential to move to the next phase.
Those teams that move forward to the Accelerate phase participate in a Challenge-Based
Innovation Workshop (CBIW) organized by CERN IdeaSquare. During the workshop the
participants learn how to prototype, engage with stakeholders, practice pitching, and create a
path forward. At the end of the Accelerate phase each team should have been in contact with
the community they wish to engage, a prototype that clearly showcases the potential of the
solution for data generation or measurement ready to be tested with the intended target group,
a one-minute video pitch, and a compelling pitch to convince a jury of the feasibility and
potential impact of the project.
In the first GEAR cycle, the workshop happening during the Accelerate phase was sometimes
called the CERN workshop, and in the Grant Agreement it is called the CBI workshop. In order
to avoid confusion with the term CBI, which is used by CERN IdeaSquare and its partners to
refer to other types of events, the event organized by CERN as part of the GEAR cycle is now
consistently referred to by the abbreviation CBIW, and satellite events based on the CBIW that
are organized by third parties are called CBIWx. This, rather than the abbreviation CBIx as used
in the Grant Agreement.
In the final phase, Refine, the selected two teams will get to present their projects at an SDG
related event.
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2. Overview of the CBIW
The philosophy of IdeaSquare at CERN is to give a license to dream: to encourage and to push
participants to dream up a world worth fighting for, and to strengthen their belief in their own
capability to make a difference. The CBIW was built following this philosophy and the
accumulated experience of the challenge-based innovation (CBI) courses run by IdeaSquare
and its university partners.
The CBIW is part of a robust innovation cycle, aiming at creating citizen science projects that
have the potential to produce data for National Statistical Offices (NSOs), international
organizations (IOs), and other affected communities. The projects are encouraged to use the
citizen science tools provided by the consortium, and each team receives support in using
these tools when needed. The challenges tackled in each cycle are related to SDGs, and when
possible, the challenges are provided by the intended beneficiaries of the projects (NSOs, IOs,
affected communities).
As the CBIW is the third part of the GEAR cycle, at the starting point the participating teams
already have a project they want to work on including a defined challenge and suggested
solution, a pitch, and a mock-up of their solution, for example a non-functional visual
representation of a user interface. For satellite events, CBIWx, the teams might come from
outside the GEAR cycle. In this case, it should be ensured that the teams entering are at a
comparable level. On top of the abovementioned aspects, each team should familiarize
themselves with the citizen science tools supported by the consortium before the beginning
of the workshop.
In the CBIW, as well as in the phases leading up to it, the teams are encouraged to focus on a
specific context, such as a specific geographical area, to support them to be able to come up
with a concrete and implementable solution. At the end of the CBIW, the teams are encouraged
to start thinking about how their solution might be implemented in different contexts as well,
to increase their potential impact. This is following the principle of thinking global but acting
local.
During the event the teams work on moving their projects further in order to convince a jury
and potential investors or other stakeholders, that their project is feasible and impactful. The
work is divided into four categories:
Create a prototype: the teams work on a prototype that allows to tangibly illustrate their
envisioned solution for an audience (for example end users, funders) whose buy-in the
team needs in order to succeed with their project. This does not need to be a fully
functioning prototype, but a way to communicate the project’s capability to produce data
by involving citizens.
● Engage with stakeholders: the teams create stakeholder maps, interview stakeholders,
create a plan on how to engage their intended target group, and interact with their intended
beneficiary. (Here project stakeholders are defined as anyone who is affected by or affects
the project, for example users, end customers, suppliers, advisors, and potential investors.)
● Practice pitching: the teams practice pitching their projects.
● Create a path forward: the teams create a timeline with set steps on how to move forward
after the GEAR cycle, and have a clear understanding of the effort required to implement
their project.
The CBIW programme includes lectures, workshops, time for teamwork, mentor feedback, and
pitching. In addition, support from the organising team is readily available, and the teams are
encouraged to communicate with each other as well as with their project stakeholders. The
schedule from the first CBIW (01/2021) is presented in Figure 1.
●
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Figure 1: The agenda of the first CBIW that was organized in January 2021 (first GEAR cycle).

In the second GEAR cycle, based on lessons learned from the first, a similar agenda of
activities will be spread over five weeks, at two days per week and4 hours of training per day.
This, in order to give participants more time between coaching sessions to work on their
prototypes and reach out to potential stakeholders in their projects.
The detailed programme of the first CBIW and the learnings from that are presented in Annex
1. This Annex also explains the rationale for the changes made to the workshop for the second
CBIW, primarily a spacing out of the coaching sessions over a five-week period. Note that at
the time of writing of this document, the detailed planning of the second CBIW is still underway
and consequently, plans for CBIWx satellite events are still under development.
2.1. Objectives and Learning Outcomes
The key objectives of CBIW should be to coach teams to produce functional prototypes based
on digital tools from the Crowd4SDG Citizen Science Solution Kit, connect with communities
likely to use these prototypes for gathering data that is relevant to the SDGs, and help teams
explore options for sustaining their projects, for example in social innovation incubators. In
this way, participants apply relevant crowdsourcing tools to SDG challenges and teams
become capable of taking their projects into implementation once they exit the GEAR cycle.
The learning outcomes of the CBIW are: learn how to develop crowdsourcing projects that
address the SDGs, learn how to involve citizens in such projects, learn how to use the citizen
science tools supported by the Crowd4SDG consortium, learn how to produce data relevant to
organizations monitoring the SDGs, such as NSOs. In line with this, the participants should
gain experience with four aspects of generating a successful citizen science project,
summarized in Figure 2. This figure is based on the experience from the IdeaSquare team
running CBI student programmes, and substitutes the topic of a general challenge-based
innovation project brief with citizen science as a key criterion for success.
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Prototyping and engaging with stakeholders
Prototyping (why, how, and when).
Mapping stakeholders and interviewing them.
Planning further ahead to ensure project
continuity.

Understanding citizen science
Using open data, crowdsourcing and low-cost
open source technologies in developing
solutions to address the SDGs.

Generating a successful
citizen science project

Ability to communicate ideas effectively
Communicating clearly and concisely about
projects and goals through various rounds of
pitching and project presentation.

Ability to work in a team
Collaborating effectively with other citizens
and experts from different countries and
cultures, using a range of online
communication tools.

Figure 2: The CBIW learning outcomes represent four different aspects of a successful
citizen science project

As mentioned, one of the objectives of the GEAR cycle, and thus also of the CBIW, is to apply
one or more of the CS tools being developed by the Crowd4SDG consortium. The CS tools
supported by the Crowd4SDG partners for the second GEAR cycle are Citizen Science Project
Builder, CSLogger, Decidim4CS and VisualCit. In addition, a number of collaboration tools are
introduced during the GEAR cycle, such as the project documentation tool SDG in Progress.
More information about the tools can be found in the Tools section of the Crowd4SDG website.
The CS tools being developed by Crowd4SDG are themselves being enhanced with AI features,
which should progressively improve the tool performance over the course of the Crowd4SDG
project. All of the projects entering CBIW should have a CS or crowdsourcing perspective, and
involve one or more of the CS tools.
2.2. Participants of CBIW and CBIWx
The CBIW participants come from the Evaluate phase of the GEAR cycle, in other words, they
are the teams selected at the end of the Open Seventeen Challenge. The participants to CBIWx
satellite events could in principle come either from the Evaluate phase or another source
agreed upon by the Crowd4SDG consortium and the CBIWx organizer. In the latter case, the
selection criteria should be similar to that used in the Evaluate phase. At the time of writing,
discussions with potential CBIw organizers are still at an early stage, so no decisions have
been made about how this will work best in practice.
At the end of the Evaluate phase, the pitches of the teams are evaluated by a jury and by their
mentors. The jury members and mentors evaluate the teams based on the following criteria,
on a scale from 1 to 10 (strongly disagree, strongly agree):
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●
●
●
●
●

Novelty: Is the pitch based on a new idea or concept or using existing concepts in a new
context?
Relevance: Is the solution proposed relevant to the challenge or potentially impactful?
Feasibility: Is the project implementable with reasonable time and effort from the team?
Crowdsourcing: Is there an effective crowdsourcing component?
Presentation: How would you rate this team's overall presentation skills during this pitch?

From the teams participating in the Evaluate phase, a maximum of 20 participants in total,
corresponding to 4 or 5 teams, move forward to CBIW. This selection is based on their total
jury score as well as a score based on the team’s activity and output during the entire fiveweek coaching process.
For CBIWx events, should the participants come from a different source than the Evaluate
phase, additional requirements that have already been placed on the Evaluate participants at
an earlier stage should be applied, including that:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

They are able to speak conversational level English (if the CBIWx event is in English)
They have access to a reliable internet connection or access to a physical space where the
event is organized (CBIWx events may be online or in person)
They are willing to commit the minimum time required for the phase.
They are minimum 16 years old with no upper age limit.
Gender balance and minorities should be targeted.
They have at least two members in each team.
Their project is a citizen science project, aiming at producing data relevant to the SDGs,
engaging with citizens, and using the tools supported by the consortium.
They have produced a mock-up of their solution.
They have a pitch and a slide deck or similar simple form of presenting their project.

2.3. Mode of participation
Due to the Covid pandemic, the first CBIW was organized virtually, and it is planned to be so
for the second and third GEAR cycles, too. That said, the original plan was for the CBIW to be
an in person event in Geneva. CBIWx events could be organized either virtually or in person, or
possibly even in a hybrid mode. If organized in person, the organizing party should be able to
provide a space with suitable prototyping facilities for the participants.
2.4. Evaluation of the CBIW and CBIWx
Data on the CBIW is gathered through three questionnaires, as well as through following the
amount of interaction on Slack, through asking for feedback on Slack, and through manually
marking down attendance in Zoom sessions. In the first CBIW three questionnaires were used
(Annex 2), one before, one after the first week to evaluate sessions, and one after to evaluate
the second week of sessions and the programme in general. The evaluation of the CBIW and
CBIWx events is expected to evolve for each GEAR cycle, as one of the work packages (WP4)
of Crowd4SDG is specifically tasked with defining metrics and descriptors for the CS
innovation process occurring during the workshops, including CBIWx. Partly to help ensure
that all surveys are answered, participants are awarded certificates of completion, based on
both workshop attendance and submission of surveys.
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3. Organising a CBIWx
This chapter outlines the process for organizing a CBIWx from selection of organisers to
evaluation of results, including the expected commitments from organisers and the support
they will receive.
3.1. Who can organize a CBIWx
The target group for organizing a CBIWx, and at the same time the target audience for this
training corpus, are staff in maker spaces and other innovation spaces, which may either be
associated with universities or run independently.
An institution that wishes to organize a CBIWx has to fulfill the following criteria:
●

Previous experience in running programmes utilising Design Thinking methods or similar
design methodologies.

Ability to speak conversational English
Commitment to organising the event and enough of human resources for organizing it
If wishing to run the event online, then previous experience in running educational
programmes online
● If wishing to run the event in person, then having a space or access to a space with
prototyping facilities.
Previous experience from working with citizens is considered as a plus when selecting the
organisers.
●
●
●

3.2. Timeline for organizing a CBIWx
The organisers of CBIWx will be selected in the beginning of September each year. The virtual
train the trainers programme will be held at the end of September. To align with the CBIW event
that CERN will organize, the CBIWx event should take place from the beginning of December
to the end of February of the following year, in other words aligned with the period between
the Evaluate phase and the Refine phase of the GEAR cycle. This alignment enables teams
from the Evaluate phase to join a CBIWx and also enables participants from CBIWx to take
part in certain coaching sessions of the CBIW, if there is capacity. Finally, it means that teams
that do well in CBIWx could be selected to join the Refine phase.
3.3. Support for organizing CBIWx
The train the trainers course is a two days long virtual event (roughly four hours each day).
During this time, the learning outcomes and the flow of the CBIW will be examined in detail.
The citizens science tools proposed by the consortium are presented. The participants will
have the chance to ask questions, and time is reserved for co-designing the CBIWx. Support
for designing the CBIWx will be available also after the Train the Trainers event, upon request.
3.4. Resources required
The main resource is personnel to organize the event. If the event is held in person, a suitable
maker space is required. Online tools, such as Zoom, are crucial, when the event is held online.
The need for external speakers depends on the internal expertise. For CERN IdeaSquare the
programme required four external speakers, out of whom only one was paid, others were pro
bono. The mentors and jury members worked pro bono.
To the extent that it is feasible in practice, mentors and jury members from CBOW will also
provide mentorship and evaluated final pitches for teams from CBIWx events. The exact terms
of collaboration between CBIW and CBIWx are still under discussion at the time of writing.
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On top of this, facilitators are needed for the facilitated feedback sessions from outside the
organizing team, and the maximum number needed is the number of teams participating. One
facilitator may also facilitate several teams, if the sessions are not held parallel.
During the first CBIW, there were two principal people working on the CBIW from IdeaSquare.
The most significant time was spent on planning. With the help of this training corpus, that
time should be greatly reduced. On top of that, the estimates of time spent are as follows:
●
●

Getting team mentors and supporting them: 5h
Creating letter of agreement and the photography rights form: 5h

●
●
●

Getting jury members and supporting them: 10h
Getting and supporting external speakers: 25h
Communicating with teams ahead of the workshop, including creating material to be
shared: 20h
Running the workshop: 200h. This includes running all the sessions, supporting the teams
outside of the sessions, and sharing information and materials

●

3.5. Before CBIWx
Share with the participants the citizen science tools supported by the Crowd4SDG consortium.
3.6. During CBIWx
The CBIWx programme is divided into five blocks. Each block is planned to take two days.
After each day, homework is given to the teams.
As noted earlier, the current plan is for the second CBIW to be held over five weeks, two days
per week, and maximum four hours of common sessions per day. The weeks would not be
consecutive – a first week is planned before the Christmas and New Year holiday period, with
four more weeks in January in early February. However, the CBIWx organizer may choose to
condense the entire programme in a shorter period if necessary. For example, the CBIWx could
be condensed into two weeks, and in this case, at least eight hours per day is required from
the participants for the common sessions and working on their projects.
Other configurations are possible as well. Should the event be held within a shorter time period,
organizers should ensure that teams still have the required time to work on their projects and
interact with stakeholders. The organizing team should be available for support through Slack
also outside of the sessions and even outside the dates of the blocks.
Below we outline a tentative description of the programme for CBIW or a CBIWx, noting that
this is still under development at the time of writing. It is possible to make changes to the
content, but any significant changes in content should ideally be discussed with the CERN
IdeaSquare team, along with the rationale for the change. Afterwards, the different approaches
and their results should be compared in order to maximize learning.
Especially for online events, it is advisable to have breaks at the very least every two hours,
and no talk should be longer than one hour. The sessions should be interactive, even when
they are a talk, to keep the audience engages.
The CBIW and CBIWx start with a day of familiarizing with each other, the projects, and the
agenda. The teams get as homework to write simple answers to short questions on their
projects, the most important one being “I will help (x) to do (y) by doing (z).” or similar
configuration of the sentence. This is followed with an introduction to prototyping to give the
teams as much time as possible to procure materials they might need and to get them thinking
about the prototypes throughout the CBIW(x), as they are one of the most important outcomes.
Stakeholder mapping is also introduced early, as teams need to have enough time to contact
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people they might have to talk with and should look at their projects from the perspective of
all that they affect. Citizen science tools are the next topic, as their use is strongly encouraged,
and they need to be an integral part of the projects instead of an “add-on” that is thought of
later.
In the second two-day block, the progress with prototypes is checked. Then, the teams start
working on how they will reach their intended target group, first learning about the theory and
then taking it to practice. Then they practice pitching, and learn about interviewing, to be able
to get important insights on their projects from their stakeholders.
The third block is focused on the teams working together. They share with each other their
learnings from their stakeholder interviews, they work in teams supported by the organizers,
share a challenge they are stuck on with another team to get new perspectives, practice
pitching, and have dedicated sessions working on team dynamics supported by a facilitator
for each team.
In the fourth block, it is time to start looking at the future. Teams learn about data management
and financial sustainability, and work on their long-term vision and the steps on how to get
there. In the fifth and final block, teams practice pitching, get last feedback from the
organizers, and give their final pitches in front of a jury, that should ideally include people who
are well positioned to support the teams moving forward.
In the table below, each session is presented in more detail, and they will be clarified further
during the train the trainers’ event.
Block

Day Session name, duration
Talk: Introduction to the
organizing institution and the
agenda, 30min.

1.
Introduction
to
prototyping
and
stakeholder
mapping

Interaction: Getting to know
each other: who are you and
if you were a superhero, what
would you be fighting for?
Day 60min.
1
Interaction: Pitches from
each team, feedback from
other teams and organizers.
90min.

Day
2
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Purpose and description
Providing the participants with a
context and overview.
Creating an informal atmosphere
and providing all participants the
chance to get to know something of
each other.
Understanding where the teams are
at, giving all teams the chance to
know about each other’s projects.

Homework: Fill in the impact
canvas and work on the
feedback given.

Helping the teams to explain their
project in a simple way. Canvas
provided during train the trainers,
first cycle’s canvas Annex 6.

Talk + time to work:
Introduction to prototyping.
120min.

Discussing when, how and why to
prototype so teams get an idea how
to do it and understand why it is
necessary.

Workshop: Stakeholder
mapping. 60min.

Creating a stakeholder map (Annex
1) so teams understand who their
stakeholders are. Experience from
the first cycle showed that this task
15

might require the organizing team to
support the teams in creating the
map.

Time to work: Q&A on citizen
science tools and how to use
them in the projects. 60min.

By the time teams come to CBIW
they should have an idea what tool
they want to use. During this session
teams work on their own and get to
ask for the experts in those tools to
come give them support. For CBIWx
this is an opportunity to join the
session.

Homework: Work on
prototype. Create stakeholder
map.

Stakeholder map to be sent to
organizers for feedback before next
Block.

Interaction: Present
prototype, feedback. 60min.

The teams show what they have
created so far and get to ask
questions they might have.

Talk and Workshop: How to
Day engage with citizens.
120min.
1

2.
Engaging
with
stakeholders
and pitching

A talk and time to work on how the
team plans to reach their intended
target group and to get the target
group to interact with their solution.

Homework: create a plan on
how you get citizens to
engage with your solution.
Work on the pitch for the next
day’s practice.

Share the plan created for feedback.

Icebreaker, movement
workshop. 30min.

Can be any icebreaker that gets the
participants to a good mindset for
pitching, which can be intimidating.

Introduction to pitching.
120min.

Talk on what good pitching is. First
rounds of pitching, everyone pitches,
feedback. A good pitching coach is
advisable.

Talk: how to listen and do
interviews. 60min.

Continuation to stakeholder
mapping session. Explaining how to
contact people, who is good to
contact, interview techniques, and
mapping results.

Day
2

Homework: Interview
stakeholders, work on pitch.

3.
Working
together

Day
1
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Present results from
interviews, feedback. 60min.

Using one or several of the mapping
techniques presented in previous
session, sharing findings with other
teams. Feedback.

Time for teamwork.
Organizers go from team to

Providing time for teams to interact
with organizers and to ask
questions.
16

team giving feedback.
120min.

Problem swap: share your
problem with another team.
30min.

Each team chooses a challenge they
have in their project, that they would
like help on. Has to be something
that other teams can answer, for
example “We don’t know how to
reach our intended target group.”
Each team shares their challenge
with another team.

Homework: Work on the
other team’s problem. Work
on pitch.

Prepare a solution for the next day
to the challenge that was given to
you by the other team.

Problem swap: Share your
solution. 30min.

Each team shares their proposed
solution.

Pitching practice. 60min.

Working further on the pitches
together with the coach.

Day
2
Facilitated feedback
sessions. 120min.

Each team has their own virtual or
physical room, and their own
facilitator, who is not otherwise tied
to the workshop. Instructions for the
“I like I wish” method.

Homework: work on the
prototype. Test it with users,
show it to stakeholders.
Talk on data management
(ethics, storage, etc.) 50min.
Financial sustainability /
social entrepreneurship.
Day 50min.
1
Vision: translation of the
project to other contexts.
60min.

An expert on data management
gives a talk on GDPR compliance
and other issues.
A talk on financial sustainability and
social entrepreneurship
How to scale the project after its
initial proof of concept in one
context.

Homework: work on
translation.

4.
Looking
forward

Time for teamwork.
Organisers go from team to
team giving feedback.
120min.
Day
Workshop: the next steps.
2
120min.

A talk on creating a project plan and
different tools to choose from,
creating an agenda moving forward.

Homework: Work on
prototype, the feedback
given, and the next steps.
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Pitching practice one team at
a time. Simultaneously
teamwork, and organizing
Day team going from team to
1
team. 150min.
Homework: Prepare for final
pitch.
5.
Final pitches

Final pitches. 90min.

Time needed depends on the
number of teams. 5min pitch +
10min Q&A recommended.

Jury deliberation and
Day
simultaneously participants
2
sharing their likes and wishes
in a separate room. 60min.
Announcing winners and next
steps. 60min.
Table 1: description of sessions in each block for CBIW or CBIWx

3.7. After CBIWx
At the time of writing, we are considering ways for the best CBIWx teams to move forward to
the Refine phase, which is in practice an event called the Geneva Trialogue, happening in
March 2022. In any case, all teams should be encouraged to seek ways to move forward with
their projects independent of any support that the Crowd4SDG consortium may be able to
provide.
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Annex 1: CBIW in GEAR cycle 1
In this annex the first iteration of the CBIW is presented, starting from participants and mode
of participation, then going through what happened before, during, and after the workshop, and
finally approximating the resources needed for organizing such a workshop.
1. Participants
From the Evaluate phase, 5 teams were selected. To present the teams and their projects in
more detail, the team one pagers can be found in Annex 3. In the first GEAR cycle the SDGs
13, climate action, and SDG 11, Sustainable cities, were the basis for the theme which was
selecter to be Urban Water Resilience.
Team Ecolution had three members, two based in Cote d’Ivoire, and one in the US. Their idea
was to increase public participation in water resource management.
Team Potamoi had four members, all based in France. Their idea was to provide a service that
cleans data for flood forecast centres.
Team Thousand Waters had two members, both from Brazil. Their solution was to provide a
water collection and sanitization system to be implemented in a poor neighbourhood in Brazil.
Team To See To Care consisted of two members in China, who wanted to make the effects of
climate change more real and personal to people across the world, through visualising the
effects of sea level rise and temperature changes on a map app. They were chosen to move
on to Refine.
Team Well Yes had four members, two based in India, one in the Netherlands, and one in the
US. Their idea revolved around well water quality monitoring in rural India, and during the
workshop evolved to also include a part on improving the water quality. They were chosen to
move on to Refine.
Regarding the citizen science component, in the first GEAR cycle participants were
encouraged, but not required, to use one of the tools developed by the consortium. The teams
ended up not using the tools to a greater extent, except for the mandatory Goodwall (applying
and sharing pitches) and SDG in Progress (documenting project progress) platforms. For the
upcoming cycles, more effort needs to be put into having the tools incorporated into the
projects early on, so that they do not come as additional features of the projects, but rather as
crucial elements. This can be done through modifying the call for participants to include
clearer expectations of what kind of projects are desired, and by guiding the projects early on
towards solutions that would require the use of the tools.
2. Mode of participation
The CBIW was originally planned to be in person, but due to the COVID-19 pandemic, was
moved into a fully virtual format. The platform chosen was Zoom, and all of the sessions were
organised at the same link. Zoom was chosen, as it was seen as having the best possible
functionalities for enabling to see all of the participants at the same time (gallery view) and for
organizing teamwork (break-out rooms).
In a virtual format, it is advisable to keep the sessions short and to a minimum. Each day
consisted of between two and four hours of common sessions, and an estimated time for the
homework was one to three hours per day per team member.
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The pros of organising a virtual event are that there are no travel costs and participants have
a better opportunity to continue with their other commitments also during that time. This
enables a larger group of people to participate.
The pros of organising a physical event are that participants form deeper bonds, especially
with other teams, that they are located in one time zone, teamwork is easier, and necessary
tools and materials for prototyping are readily available. A physical event also enables more
informal communication between the participants and the organisers.
Lessons learned
Even with having shorter days than if the event would have been physical, the strain of
following so many sessions online and then working online within a team, was deemed
tiring. This was mentioned in individual comments on the feedback questionnaires and on
the Slack channel discussion but could also be seen in the energy that the participants
showed up with to the online sessions.
A decision has been taken to continue hosting the CBIW as virtual for the next GEAR cycles.
To avoid fatigue caused by too much screen time, the duration of the CBIW will be extended.
This will also allow for more time to work in teams between the different sessions to fully
exploit the learnings from and feedback given during those sessions. The decision to extend
the duration of the workshop is supported by the experience of several others, notably
members of the Design Factory Global Network (DFGN), who have turned their educational
programmes to a virtual format.

3. Before CBIW
Most of the work the organising team put into the workshop was done in the time leading up
to it. First, a curriculum for the two weeks was created in collaboration between the IdeaSquare
team members and receiving feedback from two members of the DFGN. After the sessions
were outlined it was clear where the organising team needed external speakers, and people
with the right profiles were identified and contacted. An excellent pitching coach was crucial
for helping the teams to be able to communicate complex ideas clearly and concisely. The
external speakers were supported through having a discussion with each of them on the type
of session they would give, and the goals of the session.
On top of the external speakers, also jury members and mentors were needed. The jury
members were selected on the basis of their potential for supporting the teams further, either
through their networks, place of work, or experience, while aiming for a diverse jury. They were
supported through a clear briefing document (Annex 4). The mentors were contacted well
ahead of selecting the teams to move forward from Evaluate phase and were given the choice
of which team they wanted to mentor. They were asked to have at least two meetings with the
teams, one before and one during the CBIW.
After the teams had been selected, the initial contact with the selected teams was handled
through e-mail, after which each participant was required to join a dedicated Slack channel.
Each team member had to sign a Letter of Commitment (Annex 5) to signal their willingness
to fully take part in the CBIW. After these were received the organisers assigned a mentor to
each of the teams. Then the teams got to move forward with the pre-tasks:
●

Filling in a starting questionnaire to give a better understanding of the participants wishes
and concerns, and to get a baseline evaluation of their skills (Annex 2)
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●

●

●
●
●

Doing team contracts within teams to facilitate their teamwork, through agreeing on topics
like who will be the project manager and how much time each team member is willing to
put in, for the benefit of the team.
Identifying on their own at least three expert profiles, such as SDG or citizen science
expertise, the team would need to reach and organising a discussion with at least one of
them already ahead of the CBIW.
Organising a meeting point with the team mentor before the CBIW.
Preparing to pitch the projects on the first day of the CBIW, along with identifying
prototyping needs, such as missing skills or material that is not readily available.
Continuing project documentation on SDGinProgress or another tool selected by CBIW
organiser

Lessons learned
As some contributors were not active on Slack, the communications got dispersed over email and Slack. To avoid misunderstandings, all of the written communication will happen
on Slack during the next cycles.
4. During CBIW
The chapter on what happened during the CBIW is divided into two. First, the flow of the two
weeks and the sessions are presented. Second, the supporting structures, meaning the
evaluation criteria, communications, and support for teams, are presented.
4.1 Flow of the two weeks and sessions
The different sessions and homework of the CBIW was planned so that all the different
sessions came at the right time of the design process the teams were going through.
Day 1. First on the agenda was giving the context by presenting the host institution and the
premises, the ways of working, and the agenda of the two weeks. The participants were given
a chance to introduce themselves, and their projects. The goal was to ensure an easy workflow
for the coming weeks, and to facilitate the teams interacting with each other.
Day 2. The work continued with understanding and assessing impact, not only the positives
but also the negatives, in a systemic context. This was crucial to be done in an early phase of
the two weeks, in order to give the projects time to re-adjust accordingly.
Day 3. The day spent on impact was followed by stakeholder mapping and prototyping.
Stakeholder mapping (Figure 3) was started before starting the actual prototyping, as the
participants should know who they are building their prototypes for.
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Figure 3 Instructions for stakeholder mapping

Day 4. After having an idea of what the teams want to ask, from whom, and with the help of
what kind of prototype, they moved to learning to pitch their project. The day started with an
exercise, a movement workshop, that helped the participants to relax before practicing
pitching. According to the pitching coach, Walid O El. Cheikh, people often have a fear of
pitching, and creating an open atmosphere were participants feel safe can help them
overcome that fear.
Day 5. The first week ended with facilitated feedback sessions to help the participants work
as a team. The I like I wish methodology was used. Each I like I wish session was for one team
only, facilitated by someone who is not involved in the organisation of the CBIW in other ways,
as this created an atmosphere in which the participants were freer to speak openly. In each
session, the facilitator began with setting the scene, after which the team members were given
time to write their “likes” and “wishes” on each of the other team members, as well as the team
as a whole. After everyone was ready, each team member received the likes and wishes from
the others, and the team level likes and wishes were shared. The likes and wishes could
include for example “I wish we would always be on time to meetings” and “I like that you are
always encouraging everyone to state their opinions”, but should not include feedback on the
projects themselves or on the organization of the workshop, or non-constructive criticism.
Day 6. The second week started with a workshop on the deployment context, during which the
teams worked further on their stakeholder maps. This was followed by practical tips for
interviewing stakeholders. The first prototypes were expected to be ready by this time.
Day 7. On the second day of the second week, the teams presented their prototypes and the
results of their interviews to the other teams, and the floor was opened for questions and
feedback. At this point, a challenge swap was done between teams: each team shared a
specific challenge in their project to another team, which worked on it until the next day. Then,
each team got to hear the other team’s ideas and suggestions. The rest of the day was
dedicated for sessions with team mentors.
Day 8. On the eighth day, the teams were challenged to look at how their solution might
translate to other contexts, such as different geographical areas. They also started to plan
their next steps through writing down milestones and a rough timeline.
Day 9. The day before the last was dedicated for pitching practice with the pitching coach and
for teamwork. The pitching practice was done one team at a time. The whole team of CERN
IdeaSquare was on call so the teams could easily join in to ask any questions.
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Day 10. On the final day the teams pitched their projects to a jury. The members of the jury
were selected on the basis of recommendations from the Crowd4SDG consortium members,
while looking for diversity in their domain of expertise (corporate, university, accelerator,
policymaker) and gender balance. The members, new for this phase except for one
representative from UNIGE as the organizer of the next phase, are presented in Annex 4.
The pitches were followed by a jury deliberation, during which the jury members gave both
numerical evaluation and discussed the potential of each project. The jury deliberation time
was used to decide which two teams would move forward to the Refine phase. During the jury
deliberation the participants answered the questions what you liked, what could have been
different and how, and what did you learn, in a non-recorded session with only one organizer
present. The programme ended with announcing the teams that would move to the next phase.
The sessions given during CBIW are detailed in Table 2 below, along with comments on the
sessions. In the column “Evaluation by participants” the evaluation of activities based on the
questions “Did you feel inspired by these activities?” and “How useful did you find these
activities?” are given. The numbers are averages, and out of 15 participants 10 answered the
questions on days 1-5 and 6 answered the questions on days 6-10, in anonymous
questionnaires. Some sessions were grouped together under the same activity, and those are
colour coded
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Day

Session name,
duration, and host

Purpose of the session

Session description

Comments

Evaluation
by
participants
(scale 1-5)

Introduction to
IdeaSquare, CERN,
and the agenda.
30min. IdeaSquare

Giving participants an
understanding of who the
organisers are and what is
going to happen during the
workshop.

Short presentations of
IdeaSquare and CERN as
organisations, and to the
flow of the next two weeks.

Necessary for giving an
understanding of who the teams
are working with.

Inspiration:
4.67
Usefulness:
4.67

Building team spirit and a
relaxed atmosphere.

Each participant including
organisers share something
about themselves and who
they would like to be as a
citizen scientist.

Good for setting an open
atmosphere. For that purpose,
some other question could have
helped the participants feel even
more comfortable
Ask what
superhero you would like to be.

Inspiration:
4.67
Usefulness:
4.67

Getting an understanding of
where the teams are at the
moment.

Participants pitch their
projects, followed by time
for feedback and a
discussion on prototyping
needs.

Prototyping as a concept was not
clear, resulting in confusion within
the teams. We went overtime.
Introduction to prototyping before
CERN workshop. Give a clear
timing for pitches beforehand.

Create a prototyping plan.
Working on the feedback
given.

The teams were not ready to make
a prototyping plan, as they did not
understand prototyping.
Introduction to prototyping before
CERN workshop.

Each team shares what they
might need for being able to
prototype.

It was good to understand at this
point, that computer scientists are
needed.

Getting to know
each other. 1h.
IdeaSquare.
1

Break 15min
Pitches. 1,5h.
IdeaSquare and
pitching coach.

Homework and
optional task.

2

Presenting
prototyping plans.
15min. IdeaSquare.
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Getting an understanding of
how the organisers might
support the teams with
prototyping.
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Sustainable
development goals
and systems
thinking. 1h. SDG
Lab.

Getting the participants to
understand the connected
nature of societal issues.

Kali Taylor gave a
presentation on the SDGs,
with a focus on how they
affect each other and how
the pandemic has affected
not only the obvious SDGs
but also had less obvious
effects. Time for discussion.

Based on the feedback, this
session helped in understanding
the connected nature of SDGs.

Inspiration:
4.44
Usefulness:
4.22

Giving a new viewpoint on
impact.

Oula Antere presented the
Upright Project and how they
assess Net Impact: the
different dimensions to be
taken into account and that
there are always positive
and negative effects. Neutral
impact is not good, as
creating it requires effort.
Time for discussion.

Based on the feedback this
session opened a new way to look
at impact.

Inspiration:
4.44
Usefulness:
4.22

Reflecting on what the
learnings from the previous
two sessions meant in
terms of the team’s project.

Short presentation on
problem – solution fit, the
scope (who is your solution
affecting), impact, and
costs. Writing down “I help x
to do y by doing z.” Time for
working.

It was good to clarify the problem
solution fit and to put in one
canvas the different aspects of the
project. Participants gained an
overview of their project.

Inspiration:
4.44
Usefulness:
4.22

Break 15min.

Net Impact. 30min.
Upright Project.

Scope and impact.
1h. IdeaSquare.

Homework and
optional task.
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Fill in impact canvas.
Working on problem solution
fit.
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Stakeholder
mapping. 45min.
IdeaSquare.

Giving an understanding of
what the different
stakeholders are, so that
the participants can start
contacting people for
interviews.

Presenting a story of why
stakeholder engagement is
important, examples of
different stakeholders in
different projects, time for
working on stakeholder map.

The participants were given the
choice to show their stakeholder
map to the CERN team for
comments. It seemed that for
many of the participating teams, it
remained a difficult task to freely
map stakeholders and to look at
them from different perspectives.
When doing stakeholder
maps, have a coach available for
each team.

Helping participants
understand the different
types of prototyping and
what they can be used for.
Why to prototype.

A presentation on
prototyping (why, what,
when) and time to prototype.

The participants were very happy
with the session but wished they
would have had it earlier.

Inspiration:
4.67
Usefulness:
4.67

3

Inspiration:
4.33
Usefulness:
4.33

Break 15min.
Introduction to
prototyping, time
for teamwork.
1h45min.
IdeaSquare.

Prototype and finalize
stakeholder map. Working
on scope and impact.

Homework and
optional task.
Icebreaker. 30min.
IdeaSquare.
4

Introduction to
pitching and
pitching workshop.
2h. Pitch.io
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Get the participants in a
relaxed mood for the
pitching exercises.

A movement workshop:
exploring the space around
you through movement and
touch.

This worked well for getting the
participants to relax for the
pitching workshop that followed.

Inspiration:
4.67
Usefulness:
4.67

Providing an understanding
on what good pitching is.

A presentation about
pitching to provide a better
understanding what all can
be counted as pitching, and
how to pitch well. Everybody
practices pitching.

This session was very liked, and
the key to that was that it was
challenging, but at the same time
fun, and the atmosphere was open
and relaxed.

Inspiration:
5
Usefulness:
4.78
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Homework and
optional task.

Work on pitch. Prototyping.

Pitching workshop.
1h 30min. Pitch.io.

Practicing the lessons from
the previous day.

Everybody pitched twice, a
longer version and a shorter
version. Feedback.

Helping the participants to
function better as a team
and to identify their
personal improvement
areas and strengths in
teamwork.

Following the I like I wish
methodology, the
participants gave their
individual and team likes and
wishes, supported by an
outside facilitator.

Inspiration:
5
Usefulness:
4.78

Break 15min.
5

6

Facilitated
Feedback sessions.
IdeaSquare and
outside facilitators.
Homework and
optional task.

Finalize first version of
prototype.

Showing around
IdeaSquare. 15min.
IdeaSquare.

On Zoom, walking around
IdeaSquare and explaining
what there is. Sending an evisit to the Antimatter
Factory (3D) to be viewed at
home.
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Starting the second week
with something fun.

Participants mentioned being
nervous about the session
beforehand, but that it was a good
experience. This is quite normal
with the I like I wish methodology.

Inspiration:
4.67
Usefulness:
4.50
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Interconnections.
The deployment
context and
possible side
effects. 1h.
IdeaSquare.

Deepening the participants
understanding of the field
they are in and finding new
connections.

The participants were asked
to choose an animal from a
jungle ecosystem that
represents their project and
draw a “stakeholder” map
around that animal. Then,
they mapped their own
stakeholders against the
jungle ecosystem they had
created, so that they got a
new view on their own
stakeholder map.

Preparing the participants
for interviewing
stakeholders.

What is need finding about,
why do critical opinions
count, and tools and tips for
how to prepare for an
interview. Presenting two
tools for gathering the
findings: a feedback
capturing grid with likes,
critical points, questions,
and ideas, and a hot and
cold curve to place
interviewees on.

This exercise was quite
demanding, and it seemed the
participants had some insights,
but had trouble with incorporating
their insights to the project
afterwards.
Spend more time
on the stakeholder mapping earlier
and use this session for planning
how to reach their target audience.

Inspiration:
4.67
Usefulness:
4.50

Break 15min.

Interviews. 30min.
IdeaSquare.

Homework and
optional task.
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Inspiration:
4.67
Usefulness:
4.50

Do interviews. Prototyping.

28

Share findings from
interviews and
present prototype.
1h. IdeaSquare.

7

Challenge swap.
Sharing team
challenges with
other teams.
30min. IdeaSquare.

Checking what the teams
have been able to do.

The teams presented their
interview findings in a
simple format and showed
what they had done as a
prototype. They got
feedback.

The teams seemed to have trouble
with prototyping. This might be
partly due to the physical nature of
prototyping and the teams being
mostly scattered across different
countries, as well as the
limitations on meeting people face
to face.
Give more time for
prototyping.

Creating more interaction
between the teams and
providing the teams with a
fresh perspective.

Each team presented a
specific challenge within
their project to another team,
that then got to work on it
until the next day, when they
shared their findings. Each
team had one challenge to
work on and one challenge
to share.

The teams liked the interaction
between each other, but some
wished they would have been able
to benefit from it already earlier.
Include a challenge swap
already in the first week.

Inspiration:
4.67
Usefulness:
4.50

Participants met with their
mentors, in Zoom rooms of
the normal call.

Most of the mentors could not
make it at a specified time.
Give the rest of the day free from
organized sessions so the teams
can agree with their mentors when
they meet.

Inspiration:
4.33
Usefulness:
4.5

Break 30min.
Meeting point with
mentors. 1h.
Mentors.
Homework and
optional task.
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Give the participants time
to meet with their mentors.

Work on another team’s
problem. Continuing
interviews.

29

Translation: other
contexts. 45min.
IdeaSquare.

8

From an impact perspective
it is good if a project can be
scaled up and implemented
in different contexts as
well. The participants were
told to focus on one
context in order to make
their project feasible and
have a tangible starting
point, but in this session the
participants were
encouraged to think of their
project as the prototype or
starting point of something
larger.

Share your solution
to another team’s
challenge. 30min.
IdeaSquare.

Same as problem swap.

The next steps.
1h30min. UNIGE.

Giving participants new
tools and time to plan
ahead and make a concrete
proposal on their next
steps.

9
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The inspiration and usefulness
scores for this session are the
lowest overall.
Make the
session more relevant through
already in the beginning of the
CERN workshop framing the
projects as the first test of the
solution, for which the target group
can then be enlarged.

Inspiration:
4
Usefulness:
3.5

Inspiration:
4.67
Usefulness:
4.50

A presentation on project
planning, including useful
templates.

The participants stated in their
qualitative feedback (n=6) that
they learned a lot. However, the
session could have been
simplified even more, so that the
participants would have had more
time to work on the next steps.

Inspiration:
4.33
Usefulness:
4.17

The teams wished for more teambased interaction with the
IdeaSquare team.
Include

Inspiration:
4.83
Usefulness:
4.5

Include next steps in your
pitch. Working on the next
steps.

Homework and
optional task.
Pitching practice
and teamwork.
Pitch.io and
IdeaSquare.

The participants listened to
a presentation about
translating projects to other
contexts and filled in the
impact canvas they had
made the previous week, but
with the whole world or a
large part of it as the
context.

Preparing for the final
pitches.

The pitching coach had
individual sessions with
each team. The rest of the
time during the day was

30

dedicated for teamwork, and
the IdeaSquare team was on
the Zoom call, so they could
easily be asked questions.

10

Homework and
optional task.

Finalize pitch and prototype.

Final pitches and
prototypes.
1h15min.

Presenting to a jury what
the teams have done.

Each team gave their final
five-minute pitches, and
there was ten minutes time
for feedback.

I like I wish
participants all
together on the
programme. 1h.
IdeaSquare. (jury
deliberations at the
same time)

An informal closing session
of the workshop.

The participants were given
the chance to reflect on
what they liked, what they
wished would have been
different, and what they
learned during the past two
weeks.

Closing words.
30min. IdeaSquare
and UNIGE.

Formal closing session of
the workshop.

Presenting the next steps,
meaning the Refine phase,
and the teams selected to
the Refine phase.

individual mandatory sessions
with the IdeaSquare team.

Inspiration:
4.83
Usefulness:
4.5

This was a very positive session,
and some good feedback for
improvement areas was gathered.

Table 2: Sessions given in CBIW, in order of giving them.
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Lessons learned
Sessions
There was no session on marketing. The organisers of the workshop noticed that some
teams had not thought about how to get their message through, and at least two teams
mentioned getting help on this topic, that they struggled with, from other teams during the
“Challenge swap” session. A more marketing-oriented focus will be given to the session on
the deployment context.
Regarding the scores for each session, it seems that the more practical the session was, the
higher score it got. For the next GEAR cycles, the sessions that got lower scores will be
modified so, that it is easier for the participants to see the immediate benefits of the
sessions to their project.
Overall flow of the workshop
In terms of the overall flow of the workshop, some modifications will be made to ensure that
each area can be worked on for enough of time. Normally a design process is iterative, going
from interaction with stakeholders to product design, prototyping, and pitching, in non-linear
circles. A longer duration of the CBIW will allow more time for iteration, and for the following
GEAR cycles the timing of each session will be reflecting this.
The participants self-evaluated their skills in prototyping in the starting questionnaire. The
average answer was 2.73 (n=15, scale 1-5). On top in the oral feedback two participants
mentioned they would have liked to understand prototyping better earlier, in order to be able
to do more. For the next GEAR cycle an introduction to prototyping session will be organized
already before the CBIW. This will give the participants a better understanding of what
prototyping is, and the ability to find the needed competences or procure the needed
materials in advance. It cannot be expected that all participants understand what
prototyping is, and thus without the introduction they will not be able to identify their needs.
The participants will also be given instructions to do a preliminary stakeholder map as part
of their pre-task on identifying three expert profiles, in order to ensure that they start
interacting with the key stakeholders early on, as suggested by the Crowd4SDG advisory
board.
4.2. Evaluating the projects, communication, and support
The evaluation criteria the jury used to evaluate the projects were:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Novelty: Is the pitch based on a new idea or concept or using existing concepts in a new
context?
Relevance: Is the proposed solution relevant to the problem the team is aiming to solve?
Impact: Does the potential impact of the solution justify the effort and costs that the
project requires to be implemented?
Feasibility: Based on the team and the plan forward, how convinced are you that the
solution will be implemented?
Crowdsourcing: Is there a meaningful crowdsourcing component?
Communication: Was the team able to present their project in a convincing way?
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The evaluation criteria remained essentially the same as for the Evaluate phase. The
difference was that the wording of the criteria was changed, so that it would leave less space
for interpretation.
In order to gather feedback, the teams were asked, after each day, to give their likes and wishes
on a dedicated Slack channel. There were also separate Slack channels for each team, in which
they could ask directly from the organisers, for general chat about the programme, for sharing
materials, and for “watercooler chat”. The different data and deliverables were gathered
through e-mail and Slack. This included the Impact Canvases made (Annex 6), the
communications materials detailed in the Deliverable 6.4, the final presentation slides, and
pictures of prototypes. The material shared was the presentation slides and the tools given
for homework, such as materials for the “I like I wish” sessions, impact canvas, videos for
inspiration, and template for stakeholder mapping.
For the purpose of promoting the GEAR cycle and the CBIW, as well as for the benefit of the
participants, several requests for communications material were made to the teams. The final
communications materials were a one pager per team, videos of work done and the
prototypes, and recordings of the final pitches. In order to create the one pagers and the
videos, the teams were asked to provide:
●
●
●
●
●

Portrait style pictures along with country and city of residence;
One image or drawing representing the project best;
Final name of the team;
One tagline of the objective of the project starting with a verb;
Three unedited videos, one of the solution, one of the prototype, and one on the experience
of the programme.

Additional support was available for the teams in many ways. The teams were told that they
can contact the organising team at any time. Most of the mentors ended up having more
interaction than what was asked from them. The way to communicate with the mentors was
left for the mentors and teams to decide. For prototyping, the teams needed the most help
with their limited understanding of computer science. A team of computer scientists was
gathered on the spot to support the teams. As the time was limited, no functional prototypes
were made, but the focus was given on creating an understanding of the feasibility, methods,
and costs of implementing the proposed solutions. For the citizen science tools, the most
knowledgeable individuals from within the consortium were asked to have calls with the
participants.
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Lessons learned
Evaluation of teams
The downside with the selected learning outcomes was that they are hard to measure. For
the next iterations, the evaluation questionnaires, shall ask the participants to self-evaluate
their skills on each of the learning outcomes before and after, or to self-evaluate their
progress in the final questionnaire.
Communications material
The time needed for creating the communications material needs to be taken into account
in the planning of the CBIW. In the first edition, creating the videos proved difficult. The
participants did not prioritise this task, and when they did deliver, the sound and image
quality were often poor despite of the clear instructions on how to ensure quality.
Feedback
For the first week, having feedback on the Slack channel worked, but on the second week, it
could be seen that the participants started to be under a too big workload, and the amount
of written feedback drastically diminished. For the next GEAR cycle, ten minutes will be
dedicated at the beginning of each day for feedback.
Interaction between organisers and the participating teams
Very few teams used the option to contact the organising team for challenging questions or
more than three times. Dedicated sessions could have been made for discussions without
a pre-defined topic with the teams, throughout the programme.
Gathering deliverables could have been done in a more concentrated way, for example
through asking the teams to upload their deliverables to a dedicated folder in a cloud-based
platform. The sharing of materials to the participants on Slack worked well but considering
that also different communication materials created by the organising team were shared to
the teams, this could have also been done on a cloud platform.

5. After CBIW
When the workshop ended, the participants were awarded diplomas, if they had participated
in at least 80% of the common sessions (individual) and done all of the tasks given to them
(team). The participants were also asked to fill in a final survey after the last session.
Lessons learned
In order to follow better the process that the teams went through, it would have been good
to have specific deliverables tied to all of the homeworks given. The different deliverables
were asked to be sent either on Slack or through e-mail, which resulted in difficulties with
having everything in one place. For the next cycles, all deliverables will be asked to be
uploaded to a specific folder for each deliverable by the teams themselves.
6. Discussion and evaluation of the CBIW
Having a virtual format created a situation in which potential participants had quite equal
possibilities to participate. Instead of having to travel to Geneva, it was enough to have either
a mobile phone, tablet, or computer, and an internet connection. However, there were also
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downsides to the virtual format. Having participants from time-zones from the Americas to
the East coast of China made it impossible to find a timeslot convenient to all. A time that was
early in the morning for the Americas, and late in the evening for China, was chosen. Second
challenge related to the virtual format was connection issues: some participants had
continuous issues with their internet and how well Zoom, the platform used, worked. For some
participants, it was not possible to gain access to better internet even with the offered
monetary support. The issue of Zoom not working properly in all countries, China in this case,
arose too close to the start date in order to learn to use a new platform effectively for the
workshop. For the next iterations, there will be fewer common activities per day, leaving more
options to find a suitable timeslot for teamwork. Due to the issues with Zoom, other platforms
will be looked at in order to determine if there is a suitable one that would work across the
globe.
In the first GEAR cycle, the participants were all students. In the upcoming ones, the target
group will be enlarged. This brings an opportunity to have even more diverse teams in terms
of age and background. Even though the participants were all students, they still had different
levels of experience in using Zoom and Slack. They had also variable knowledge of the design
thinking -based methods, which showed in some teams being able to understand the given
directions easier than others, who needed additional support. It will be looked at, whether
optional sessions on the use of tools or on the daily tasks should be organized.
Although diversity is good for innovation, it is likely to result in language barriers, due to
different levels of English and different disciplines studied. A conversational level of English
will be expected in order to participate in the next GEAR cycles. It would also be good to match
the native language spoken by the teams with the native language spoken by their team
mentor, when possible.
As the CBIW is a voluntary workshop and not a part of a participant’s daily routine, spending
the necessary time on the CBIW is a big commitment. Although the participants agreed to be
available for at least 40 hours during the two weeks, and to participate in all common sessions,
this did not in practice happen. This was reacted to through requiring each team to have at
least one representative in each session. In the team contracts that each team wrote, they
specified a project manager, who was then responsible for making sure that the learnings were
relayed forward within the team. Those who were not present for at least 80% of the sessions
did not receive a certificate of participation (two people).
For the upcoming cycles, especially as the participants are no longer only students who are
often more flexible with their usage of time than other groups, the lengthened duration will
help to spread out the workload, and thus to integrate it with other responsibilities participants
might have. However, the total workload will not become less, quite possibly even more should
the participants choose to spend more time on their projects between sessions, as there is
more time available between the sessions.
Through the three questionnaires, the dedicated Slack channel, and oral feedback, it becomes
clear that the participants appreciated the effort the organisers put in. The participants
thanked the availability and the willingness to help the teams also outside the common
sessions. The atmosphere of the sessions remained positive and informal, although towards
the end some tiredness could be seen. The participants appreciated the direct and sometimes
even harsh feedback they got. The pitching training was seen as excellent.
“I think I take a while getting comfortable speaking to people, and I managed to do because it
was a really cool atmosphere.” – Anonymized final questionnaire.
The participants enjoyed interacting with other teams. The participants wished for more time
for in-depth conversation with the organisers. The participants felt like there was not enough
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time for reflecting on what they learned and the feedback they got, and for incorporating it in
their projects. Also, this will be helped by making the workshop duration longer.
Regarding the overall flow of the workshop, the participants stated they understood the flow
and it worked well. However, many wished that some sessions would have been earlier: the
introduction to prototyping could have been before the workshop started, the translation could
have been opened up during the first week, and the teams would have benefitted from starting
with interviewing people already before the CBIW. There was no feedback on any session
being superfluous. There were, however, wishes that some sessions would be added,
marketing and user retention were not given a dedicated session. These topics came up in the
feedback the teams got, but there could have been more time dedicated for going through
different ways to engage with the users once the project is launched.
As learnings, the participants mentioned having improved their self-efficacy, learning to think
critically, and how to consistently work on a project.
“I have started thinking critically. I never cared about it much but now after the workshop and
because we had to brainstorm about the idea and the project and its implementation, my brain
now switches to the critical thinking mode automatically and that applies to anything that I
read or watch or come across.” – Anonymized final questionnaire
In the starting questionnaire, the participants were asked to rate their understanding of how
they can contribute to SDGs, their ability to prototype, their ability to pitch, and their confidence
in launching the project. The same questions were asked again, after the two weeks. The
results are presented in Table 3 below. Based on them, the participants felt they had improved
in all of the areas concerned. It can be said that especially the prototyping exercises helped
the participants to learn.

Confidence in launching the
project
Ability to pitch
Ability to prototype
Understanding of how the project
can contribute to monitoring or…
0

After

Before
1

2

3

4

5

Table 3: Results of starting (n=14) and ending (n=6) questionnaires.

All in all, the different sessions can be seen as having been inspirational and useful for the
participants. The evaluations, presented in Table 2, are with one exception between 4 and 5
for both inspiration and usefulness, on a scale 1-5, where one is not very inspiring / useful and
five is very inspiring / useful. The qualitative feedback also suggested that the flow between
different activities was rather clear, although some changes could be made.
7. Conclusion and Outlook
The first edition of the CBIW can be seen as a success: the feedback and evaluations given
ranged from good to excellent. The time spent on each activity and the order of activities need
to be revised, and the clarity of all instructions, given before and during, needs to be looked at.
There is room for improvement for next GEAR cycles, but that is exactly the point of having
three instead of one.
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I am able to be more myself, also, the workshop pushed me to work and search harder, think
outside the box. – Anonymized final questionnaire
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Annex 2: Starting questionnaire, week 1 evaluation, week 2 evaluation,
end questionnaire
A questionnaire to get us started.
This questionnaire is divided in two parts. The first is to help us set up the CERN workshop so
that it best benefits you and your project. The second part is to help us evaluate afterwards
how useful it was for you. None of this is to evaluate you, but rather to help us help you. The
results will also be highly beneficial to the cohorts coming in the next years. In case you have
any questions, feel free to contact me on Slack or at jane.doe@mail.com Thank you for taking
your time to answer!
1. What's your first and last name? *
2. Which team are you a part of? *
3. Where will you be located during the CERN workshop? This is to know the time zones
we should plan for. *
4. Are you going to be able to work with your teammates physically, or only virtually? This
is to plan how we can support you best. *
5. During the time leading up to the CERN workshop, how much time are you planning to
spend on your project per week? (23.11-15.1, not counting in the Christmas week) *
6. Multiple choice: 1-2 hours per week, 3-8 hours per week, more than 8 hours per week
7. Why did you decide to participate in the CERN workshop? *
8. Why did you decide to participate in the CERN workshop? *
9. Multiple choice, choose several: Personal learning, Curiosity, To work on my project,
To do something fun, To meet new people, To have a better chance at creating real
impact, or Other (What)
10. What would you personally like to achieve or learn through the CERN workshop? *
11. What kind of concerns do you have? For example, combining personal life / work with
the programme, team dynamics, poor internet connection... *
12. How would you rank your understanding of how your project can contribute to
monitoring or achieving the SDGs? (depending on the focus of your project) *
a. Scale 1-5: Unsure – Very clear
13. What do you think CERN does, in one sentence?
Part 2: Baseline assessment
14. How good are you at prototyping?
a. Scale 1-5: I don’t know anything about prototyping – I know what prototyping is
used for and know how to create prototypes
15. How good are you at pitching?
a. Scale 1-5: Not good at all – Able to convince any audience
16. What is your personal definition of citizen science, and how, based on that definition,
will citizen science be used in your project? Please don't Google and copypaste, but
instead open your own view of citizen science.
17. How confident do you feel in launching your project?
a. Scale 1-5: Not confident at all – Very confident
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Annex 3: Team one pagers
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Annex 4: Briefing to jury members, including bios of jury members
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Annex 5: Letter of Commitment
LETTER OF COMMITMENT
The CERN workshop
Congratulations! We were delighted to see your pitch as the result of the O17 Water Challenge,
and we are ready to help you improve your project during the CERN workshop. To enable a
productive collaboration, we have outlined below some of our expectations and ask you to
sign and date the attached and return it to us as soon as possible (latest on 27th December
2020).
The CERN workshop aims to provide a meaningful and challenging learning opportunity that
will help you, the participants to develop further innovative, compelling solutions to societal
problems.
As a participant, you are both a learner and a teacher. Your aim is to both learn from and help
teach your peers. By working collaboratively and sharing skills and knowledge, we can help
your project to succeed.
We expect that all participants will be self-driven learners. While we will provide you with
training, mentoring and learning resources, the ultimate success of your project will rest on
your commitment to learning the skills that you need, both in and out of class, and on putting
in the work.
EXPECTATIONS
We expect participants to commit to the following:
Attendance: coaching sessions will be scheduled for two consecutive weeks starting 18th
January and ending 29th January 2021. Coaching (between 1,5 and 3,5 hours per day) will
happen Monday through Friday every day.
You are expected to participate in all sessions. If you are unable to join a certain session, you
must notify the course coordinator in advance of the session. Each session must have at least
one person per team present, and during the final pitches on Friday 29th the whole team must
be present.
Work outside sessions: all participants will be expected to commit the necessary time to work
on their projects through the homework given. This can be a significant outlay of time that
needs to be put in on each day following the day’s sessions or prior to the sessions of the next
day, depending on your timezone. We are expecting the homework to take between 1 and 3
hours per day. We’re looking for people who are willing to invest the time and energy required
to ensure that their project is as compelling as possible.
Completion: in accepting your place on this program, you are committing to participate until
the conclusion of the program, and should you be selected to present at the SDG Conference
on 18. March 2021, until then.
Timeliness: all participants are expected to complete the required tasks by the due date and
to communicate with the program facilitators, collaborators, mentors and peers in a timely
manner.
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Community: all participants are expected to be good community members. This means
providing meaningful and respectful feedback to peers, making an effort to teach as well as
learn and to work collaboratively with others.
Help: as part of the program, you will have access to the program coordinators whose role it
is to provide help, guidance, feedback and advice. You should feel confident asking them for
help at any point during the program. However, we expect that if you are in need of help, you
will ask for it in a timely manner.
In total, we are expecting that the programme, including the Zoom sessions and homework,
will take at minimum 40 hours per person, divided in two weeks. We understand that this is a
significant commitment on your side, but it is what we expect in return for making the same
commitment from our side.
We are thrilled to have you in the program and as part of this experiment. Please sign either
physically or digitally and date this form and return it as a scanned pdf or smartphone camera
image to jane.doe@org.com latest on 27th November 2020 to signal your commitment to
participating.
By signing this document, you also agree to the following privacy policy.
_______________________ Participant Name
_______________________ Date
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Annex 6: Impact Canvas
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Annex 7: List of abbreviations
Abbreviation

Description

CBI

Challenge Based Innovation

CBIW

CBI Workshop organized by CERN IdeaSqaure

CBIWx

CBIW satellite event organized by another institution

CS

Citizen Science

GEAR

Gather, Evaluate, Accelerate, Refine

IO

International Organization

O17

Open Seventeen Challenge (online coaching)

NSO

National Statistical Office

SDG

Sustainable Development Goal
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